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Abstract

In modern software development, software localiza-
tion is a key process to support distribution of soft-
ware products to the global market. During software
localization, developers typically convert all user-visible
strings, resource files, and other culture-related ele-
ments to the local versions that are well accepted by
local users. Despite the popularity of software local-
ization, there have been few studies on the its current
status in software practice, such as the proportion of
localized projects, the most popular locales, and more
importantly, the quality of software localization. In
this paper, we present an empirical study on the sta-
tus of software localization in open source projects. We
find from that, popularity of software localization varies
a lot in different User Interface (UI) frameworks and
domains. Furthermore, we surprisingly find that only
about 60% of string keys are actually translated on av-
erage in localized top software projects and software lo-
calization often span a long period of time in the soft-
ware development history.

1 Introduction

In this era of globalization, most software appli-
cations have potential users from different regions of
the world. A typical process to develop multiple lo-
cal versions of a software application includes two
steps: an internationalization step in which develop-
ers externalize all region-specific code elements (e.g.,
user-visible strings, measures, date formats, writing-
direction-specific inputs, and sometimes also laws and
policies) to resource files, and a localization step in
which software localizers transform the original re-
source files to local resource files for certain locales [5].

Despite of the popularity of software localization,

there has been few research efforts to study the cur-
rent status of software localization in practice, and the
major challenges faced in software localization. In this
paper, we present an empirical study on open source
Java software projects in SourceForge [1]. Specifically,
we studied the factors that affect where a project is
localized, the popular languages that projects are lo-
calized to, and the quality of software localization in
the localized projects. Our major findings are as fol-
lows.

• Software Localization is widely used in open source
projects, but the popularity of software localiza-
tion varies a lot for different software domains and
UI frameworks.

• The quality of software localization in top open
source projects are relatively low.

• The localization of a software project often spans
a long period of time during software evolution.

2 Study Design

In our study, we plan to answer the following re-
search questions.

• RQ1: How popular is software localization in
open source software projects?

• RQ2: What is the quality of software localization
in open source software projects?

• RQ3: How long does it take for a software project
to finish its software localization?

In our empirical study, we used two subject sets,
both are downloaded from Sourceforge. We choose
software projects from Sourceforge as subjects for the
following two reasons. First, Sourceforge is a popular
software repository with a large number of open source
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software projects and long history. Second, Sourceforge
provides the statistics of software downloads during dif-
ferent time period and from different countries.

Specifically, we built a random subject set including
2,500 randomly selected software projects which are ac-
tive in 6 months and whose weekly downloads is larger
than 10. Also, we built a top subject set which includes
10 software projects among the top 100 projects, which
are from different software domains, and whose prop-
erty files are in standard “key=value” format (so that
it is possible to partially automate our data extraction
in our study). To answer RQ1, we studied the random
subject set due to its large size and representativeness.
To answer RQ2 and RQ3, we studied only the top
subject set, because some manual in-depth inspection
of resource files and version history are required.

To perform our empirical study, we extracted the fol-
lowing information from each subject software project.
First of all, from the web site of each software project
in our random subject set, we extracted the relevant
meta data including supported locales, weekly down-
loads, domains, and used UI frameworks. Second, to
answer RQ2, and RQ3, we manually identified the lo-
cal resource files for each project in the top subject set,
and extracted the file content and version history.

3 Study Results

In this section, we present and discuss the results of
our empirical study.

3.1 Popularity of Software Localization

In our study, we find that, the proportion of lo-
calized software projects in the random subject set is
38.0%. To understand the factors that may affect soft-
ware localization, We further studied our random sub-
ject set to find out how the proportion localized soft-
ware varies with different number of weekly downloads,
UI frameworks, and domains. The results are shown in
Figure 1 through Figure 3.1. Since there are too many
different UI frameworks and domains, we present only
the results for the 5 UI frameworks / domains that are
most popular in our subjects (the 5 labels on the left),
with highest localization popularity (the 5 labels in the
middle), and lowest localization popularity (the 5 la-
bels on the right). It should be noted that a UI frame-
work / domain may belong to two categories of above,
so they may appear twice as a label in a figure. Also,
for representativeness, we consider only UI frameworks
/ domains with more than 10 projects using them.

From the figures, we have the following observations.

Figure 1. Localization Popularity among
Projects with Different Downloads

Figure 2. Localization Popularity among
Projects with Different UIs

Figure 3. Localization Popularity among Soft-
ware Projects in Different Domains
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Figure 4. Top Locales in Software Localiza-
tion

First of all, among the software projects with higher
weekly downloads, the proportion of localized software
projects is higher.

Second, among the most popular UI frameworks
(left 5 labels in Figure 2), projects that are web-based
or Java-Swing-based are more likely to be localized
(with a localization proportion higher than 50 %),
while command-line-based projects are less likely to
be localized. The results are reasonable, because web-
based applications are typically accessible from users
all over the world, and Java-Swing-based applications
are light-weight and easy to be distributed.

Fourth, among the most popular 5 software do-
mains, Internet applications, System administration
applications, and game applications are relatively more
likely to be localized, perhaps because they are de-
signed for a larger variety of end users.

Finally, we also studied the popularity of locales,
and the top 10 most popular locales are presented in
Figure 4. In the rest of our study, we will focus on
these locales.

3.2 Software Localization Quality

We studied the quality of software of localization by
checking the proportion of key-value pairs that are ac-
tually translated in the localization. Our study reveals
that software developers often perform partial localiza-
tions (maybe due to the lack of time / effort or proper
translator). In such cases, an untranslated string ei-
ther appears in their default language version in the
locale property file, or the pairs of keys and translated
strings are simply omitted from the local property file
(the software will refer to the default locale property
file when it cannot find a key).

We present the results of our study in Figure 5. Fig-
ure 5 shows the average percentage of translated keys

Figure 5. Localization Quality for Different Lo-
cales

for a certain locale among all projects in the top sub-
ject set.

3.3 Software Localization Process

To further understand the software localization pro-
cess in practice, we studied the version history of re-
source files to calculate the time span of the software
localization process. In Figure 6, we present the break
down of all local resource files on the time difference
between its commit, and the commit of the default re-
source file.

From the figure, we can observe that, about 32%
of all local resource files were committed more than 6
months after the default resource file was committed.
This indicates that the software localization process of-
ten takes a long time. Actually, it is unlikely that the
developers were working on the localization during this
period of time. A more possible reason is that, the de-
velopers failed to find a proper translator / contributer
to perform the localization for certain locales. Also, we
observe that there are 4% of resource files were com-
mitted before their corresponding default resource files
were committed. The reason is that, some modules of
some projects were initially written with a locale dif-
ferent than English, and the developers later added an
English resource file, and reset the English resource file
as default.

4 Related Works

The most related work to our study is a recent
study [2] on the Android Framework. This previous
work studies the version history of the Android project,
and reported some findings on the quality and code
commit frequency on software localization. Compared
to their study, we used a much larger set of software
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Figure 6. Break Down of Resource Files based
on the Commit Delay

projects, and provide more detailed results on the pop-
ularity and quality of software localization.

In academia, researchers have summarized a number
of important research issues in software international-
ization and localization [6, 3], including architectural
practice, extraction of region-specific code elements,
management of strings in resource files, translation,
and cultural adaptation. These issues have been stud-
ied by various research efforts [4, 7, 9, 8, 10].

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a study about the software
localization status on open source software projects
from SourceForge. In our study, we find that, the
popularity of software localization is higher in software
projects with more downloads, and varies for differ-
ent UI frameworks / domains. Furthermore, we find
that the quality of software localization in open source
projects is relatively low and the localization process
often span a long period of time.

Our findings mainly call for two future research di-
rections. First of all, the current study shows low qual-
ity as well as high time cost (or the difficulty to find
proper contributor) for software localization. So auto-
matic support fo software localization is highly desired.
Second, it is surprising that some top software projects
have a low quality in software localization. So it would
be interesting to perform a more in-depth research on
the impact of software localization on the success of a
software project on the global market.
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